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What  

Swipe



While strategic alignment does foster
unity among teams and

departments, it's not just a catchy
buzzword. 

It transcends mere agreement;
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01A Buzzword

 
it's the art

of harmonizing goals,
actions, and resources

to drive cohesive
progress.



Strategic alignment isn't a narrow
lens that focuses only on financial
gains. 

It's not a tunnel vision fixated solely
on the bottom line.

02A Single-
Dimension Lens
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 It recognizes
the holistic impact of aligned

strategies on culture, employee
satisfaction, and long-term

sustainability. 



Strategic alignment doesn't advocate
for robotic conformity. 

It's not about everyone marching in
lockstep, stifling creativity or diverse
perspectives.

Rather, It's about celebrating diverse
talents that create a masterpiece.
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03Rigid
Uniformity



Strategic alignment isn't a one-
and-done fix for all
organizational woes. 

It's not a magical wand waved
in a meeting room that
instantly erases disparities.

It is not an inherent  personality
trait that  cannot be altered. 

It's a recalibration in an
everchanging landscape.
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04A One-Time Fix



Strategic alignment doesn't
solely reside in the realm of
executives and top-level
management. 

It's not a secretive strategy
concocted behind closed
doors.

It thrives when every level 
of the organization is 
attuned to the same 
purpose.
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05An Isolated
Executive
Endeavor



While metrics and KPIs play a role,
strategic alignment isn't solely a
numbers game.

06A Solely
Numbers game
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 It's not about obsessively
tracking data points without

integrating the 
human elements

 that drive 
success and 

their engagement. 



Strategic alignment doesn't magically
sustain itself without nurturing.

It's not an autonomous force that
perpetually keeps the ship on course.
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07An Autopilot

 
It demands

consistent attention, nurturing,
and realignment to remain

effective..



Hi ! I'm Houria,
A passionate leadership development coach and
process optimization consultant.

I integrate critical thinking and emotional intelligence
in transitions and transformations. 

My approach is to always hold the necessary
space for my clients to find clarity and shift
progressively.
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Interested in
learning more ?


